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Preface
Special Issue on Continuous Wavelet Transform in Memory of
Jean Morlet, Part I
“To the memory of Jean Morlet (1931–2007) who created wavelet theory as we know it today”
Alex Grossmann
Fig. 1. Jean Morlet (right) and Alexander Grossmann (left), at the 1st International Conference on Wavelet Theory, “Wavelet, Time-Frequency Methods and
Phase Space”, Centre International de Rencontres Mathématiques (CIRM), Marseille, Campus of Luminy, France, December, 1987.
This issue of ACHA (to be followed by at least another one) contains contributions to the international conference held
in memory of Jean Morlet, exploration geophysicist (1931–2007). The conference was held at the Centre International de
Rencontres Mathématiques (CIRM) in Marseille, Campus of Luminy, France, October 27–29th, 2008.
Jean Morlet was the initiator of wavelet methods, which have undergone spectacular developments in the last decades.
He was motivated by the need of interpreting seismic traces at different scales.
The focus of the conference was on continuous (rather than orthogonal) wavelet theory, because continuous wavelet
transforms and its applications are closer to Morlet’s work.
Many of the participants had attended the ﬁrst international wavelet conference (Wavelet, Time-Frequency Methods and
Phase Space, December 1987, Springer-Verlag, 1989) held in the same place about twenty years ago.
It is appropriate that many of the contributions presented here should come from people working in different domains:
geophysics, astrophysics, mathematics, quantum mechanics, turbulence, paleoclimatology, . . . , as well as in the study of
genomic structures.
The talks of this conference can be found on the Website of the CIRM: http://www.cirm.univ-mrs.fr/videos/2008/
330_index_welcome.html.1063-5203/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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